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This article attempts to explain current social perceptions in Mexico about 

geopolitics, focusing on studying digital mass media between 2013 and 2020. 

Mexican popular geopolitics and what are the geopolitical implications for 

China may be hindered by divergent social perceptions in favor and against 
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Introduction

promote regional and global connectivity via numerous economic corridors, infrastructure 

1 entry into force 
in 2014, the CPTPP2 in 2018, or the RCEP3 in 2022–, and the consolidation of  particular 

remains an open and complex research agenda.

1 
2 

3 
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countries in the region seem to be reluctant to join the Chinese project. The statement 

a project that aims to deepen regional economic integration facing China’s global challenge 

geopolitical region, given the actual trend of  containment geopolitics. Nevertheless, this 

imagination on some level. 

while at the same time, having China as its second most important trading partner. Also, 

of  perceptions concerning political relations and competition among emerging powers such 

of  perceptions –which ultimately reproduces constituent power in audiences, vital for political 

agency in the contemporary geopolitical landscape. 

on critical and popular geopolitics, in the second section a description and data analysis are 
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offered, and in the third section the article interprets geopolitical codes as a product of  a 

offers some general conclusions and potential research agendas that could complement this 
study.

which, in turn, characterized cultural and trade exchanges in Eurasia that transcended time 

historic phenomenon, and organizing cultural events, diplomatic collaborations, and media 
projects, particularly in Asia. Even if  the Chinese government initially proposed to revive the 

st

from the critical geopolitics point of  view.
Methodologically speaking, a notorious way in which critical geopolitics has studied the 

many discourses of  several agents in the world was presented in the work of  Ó Tuathail 

reproduce geopolitical codes and geostrategic discourses, both that, in the end, conform to 
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Despite several critics and updates, many studies have reproduced this analytical method (An 

utility for explanatory purposes.

–some of  them mentioned in this article’s introduction–, there are very few about the 

geopolitics approach. Most of  them are concentrated around discourses of  practical 

discourse practice of  Mexican popular geopolitics, particularly on digital mass media. Moisio 

and Road notion in Mexican popular understanding.
The development of  popular geopolitics as an analytical tool has widened the agents and 

to four modalities for studying popular geopolitics phenomena: institutions and processes 
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with the necessity of  methodological diversity as a condition to study popular geopolitics, 

discourses at the popular level. This includes mediatized discursive formations that take 
advantage of  social subjectivities to produce political realities and in which it is possible 

discursively constructed in Mexican digital mass media. 
In essence, critical geopolitics is a useful approach to understand how particular 

geographies assemble and popular geopolitics offers the sphere through which particular 
geopolitical codes are communicated to audiences, which, in the end, contributes to the social 

media, which makes them available for consumption. Therefore, this article is not concerned 

Road” available for mass consumption.

Silk Road in Mexican Popular Perceptions

Organización Editorial Mexicana 
which makes El Sol de México, one of  the more circulated nationwide newspapers in Mexico, 
as is one of  its many publications. After OEM there is the Grupo Reforma editorial but access 
to this newspaper is limited to subscribers. Then, the most circulated newspapers in order of  
market shares are  and Milenio. 

Aristegui Noticias and La 
El Sol de México, El Universal, and TV Azteca 

are included in the center spectrum, and Milenio as well as Televisa
sources. It is fair to say that this categorization is not conclusive, as many opinion articles 

road” search keyword appeared in the Milenio , 
El Universal El Sol de México Aristegui Noticias Televisa
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TV Azteca. 

Road” as Chinese political discourse has tried to characterize it. This paper argues that the 

global reach that aims to induce complex interdependence between many nations based 

reproduce Chinese political discourse. The following table is a sample of  the titles that appear 

therefore reproducing China’s political discourse.

Title

to world economy

El Sol de México 2017, El Universal 2017, Vértigo 
Político
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China and the Western world via Central Asia. A particularly interesting note about the white 
mulberry (or Morus Alba

this line, a pair of  news stories have also transmitted the idea that Mexico was connected to 

reproductions of  some other newspapers, such as Agence France-Presse, China Today, Economic 
Intelligence United, EFE Agency, and Xinhua. It is noteworthy that some of  the most critical 

found in some of  these news sources too. In an article based on AFP and EFE news, it is 

change thoughts and cultures in its wake” (El Sol de México
published in AFP, but republished in El Sol de México

AFP news emphasizes 

the Chinese government (El Sol de México
from an EFE

draws attention (El Universal
In contrast to these general criticisms, some other digital publications reproduce China’s 

generally obtained from Xinhua

is mere reproductions of  discourses that came from other parts of  the world. 

thesis about the utility of  studying mass media because it brings some discourses to the 
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China’s increasing leadership in the global arena.
In an interview made by El Universal 

Oropeza, highlighted that China broke through the noxious effects of  the Covid19 pandemic 

aimed to modernize the technological infrastructure of  developing countries.

who writes for newspaper. In the study period, he alone wrote six articles about 

bandwagoning on the Chinese project, which ultimately reduces the Western presence in 

the project.

catapult for China to reach world hegemony, which it is not necessarily problematic since they 

one; they communicate news of  archaeological interest and some of  them deal with sports 
El Sol de México

characterize the project as detrimental to Mexico and the world, as a transmission channel for 
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do not expose a clear political posture.

 

This is followed by Milenio El Sol de México 
 Televisa El Sol de México Milenio 

are found in El Universal 

gaining momentum, although it is true that some of  these third sources contain critical voices 
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American country.

because relative historical legitimation has been achieved to some extent. Nevertheless, the 

codes that may produce diverse geopolitical imaginations in Mexican popular geopolitics.

codes is a complicated hermeneutic exercise”. Here, this paper attempts to shed light on 

Xinhua,

21st

China has developed during Xi Jinping’s administration” (Aristegui Noticias

El Universal 
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st century” (El Universal 

the same time, conversely, the idea of  China as a world leader or gaining hegemony because 

which may be the case of  the African experience. It is a geopolitical code that shapes the 

El Sol de México 
AFP 

indebted countries are worried about payment capacity (Foro TV

the infrastructure project. 

Mexico’s geopolitical purposes, is not common in Mexican mass media.

possible to observe a certain geopolitical isolation of  Mexico from the global process of  the 
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connect Asia and China with Europe, therefore representing an incipient and strategic 

Conclusions

in Mexican geopolitical popular imaginations. As it was argued at the beginning of  this text, 

Mexico’s agency in the contemporary geopolitical landscape.

codes confound the historical phenomenon with the contemporary geopolitical project of  

Road that connected Eurasia in an early globalization phase of  world history. It is also a result 
of  the successful reproduction of  China’s political discourse that attempts to characterize the 

because it is prone to extend China’s geopolitical reach and promote debt in developing 
countries. In what can be distinguished as Chinese sources, Mexican mass media recover 

need for infrastructure development. In this line, it is noteworthy that most of  the positive 
Xinhua 

while negative voices diversify their expression scopes. It is important to note, however, that 
Milenio, a 

situation that may corroborate China’s willingness to maintain ties with all political voices as 
a general foreign policy principle. 

El 
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Universal newspaper gathers opinions of  important Mexican scholars who emphasize the 

not an agent of  Mexican formal geopolitics in strictu sensu given his lack of  rigorous training 

Mexico. It is important to note that some Mexican media allow Chinese practical geopolitical 

social indifference about events in Eurasia. In other words, only in social perceptions about 

collective geopolitical imagination. Also, it was found that there are diverse social perceptions 

as a geopolitical risk. It is hoped that this article may serve as part of  other intellectual efforts 

by agents of  practical and formal geopolitics in Mexico. 
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